


Vaccination Around the World
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The UK Vaccination Rollout Strategy
IN THE UK, NATIONAL AND LOCAL LEVEL SERVICES ARE
INTEGRATED INTO THE COVID-19 VACCINE PROGRAM.
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VaccinationTurkey Strategies
In Turkey, vaccination is first implemented in hospitals and family health centers. It
is also implemented in nursing homes, rehabilitation centers, protection houses, and
there is a Home Health Services system for specific groups. In order to increase
accessibility to vaccination, on-site vaccination started in shopping malls,

large military units, and factories. Those on-site vaccination sites aim to provide
convenience for employees who cannot visit health institutions due to working
hours

high-speed train stations, airports (such as Esenboga), bus stations, industrial zones,
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Those who mostly prefer vaccination
at hospitals rather than mobile
units have safety concerns. Those
who prefer vaccination in mobile
units highlight that there is health
personnel and mainly stated that
the dosage does not matter.
However, a remarkable percentage
of people (14%) still stated that
they would not take their first
dosage even though they would
accept the vaccination in mobile
units.



services.

In order to achieve those goals, we wanted to improve the operational dynamics of mobile vaccination units.
The mobile units After achieving a
certain vaccination level at a location, they can move to another location.
There are 2 cases: half-mobile services, and temporarily fixed centers with half-mobile

are allowed to depart from the fixed centers and serve some locations.

Our aims:
Improve social welfare through effective vaccination.
Improve the cost-effectiveness

disadvantaged social groups.

and prevent the spread of COVID-19
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increasing the accessibility
equityof deploying limited vaccines to the vast public while promoting health

to vaccines from

A scientific Approach : Problem Definition

central hospital.
decrease. Also, those mobile units have a time limit due to working hours, and they are expected to return to the
district can walk on for vaccination. However, the willingness of people in those districts to reach mobile centers may
a specific time, the vaccination potential is expected to diminish. Moreover, people in the neighborhood of a visited
denotes the number of people vaccinated hourly at those locations. If a mobile unit stays in a location for more than
vaccination center. Those mobile vaccination units visit and stay at specific locations. The vaccination potential
Case 1 refers to the half-mobile services. A predefined number of mobile vaccination centers depart from the centralCase 1 refers to the half-mobile services. A predefined number of mobile vaccination centers depart from the central
vaccination center. Those mobile vaccination units visit and stay at specific locations. The vaccination potential
denotes the number of people vaccinated hourly at those locations. If a mobile unit stays in a location for more than
a specific time, the vaccination potential is expected to diminish. Moreover, people in the neighborhood of a visited
district can walk on for vaccination. However, the willingness of people in those districts to reach mobile centers may
decrease. Also, those mobile units have a time limit due to working hours, and they are expected to return to the
central hospital.
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Case 2, which is an extended version of Case 1 with temporarily fixed
vaccination potential of those centers. Case 2 is very similar to Case 1. Rather than one central hospital for mobile units
to depart, Case 2 includes temporarily fixed centers that also allow mobile units to depart. Also similar to Case 1, it
includes diminishing vaccination potential for mobile units and

Problem Definition

DecisionsMain and Decision Criteria
In Case 1, the main decisions are
• the locations visited among candidate visiting points,

• the tours of mobile vaccination vehicles.
• the length of stay of the mobile vaccination vehicles, and

In Case 2, the main decisions are
the same as in Case 1. However, there is also a decision:
• the locations of temporarily fixed vaccination centers.

The decision criteria were selected to maximize total vaccination collection
and minimize maximum walking distance. The minimization of maximum
walking distance is selected for the convenience of people in the
neighborhood of a visited location.

The decision criteria were selected to maximize total vaccination collection
and minimize the total distance traveled by mobile units.
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A GuidelineGeneral for
Vaccination Implementation

Practical actions should be taken at the national level to endeavor the global health problem. It is important to
increase the accessibility and availability of COVID-19 vaccines to be protected from the virus. There was highly
unfair vaccine coverage across countries. Implementing different and effective vaccination strategies is essential to
increase availability and reduce health inequalities in vaccine uptake.
We conducted interviews with individuals from Turkey and the UK to understand the current vaccination system
dynamics. As a result, mobile vaccination centers appear to be a successful means of increasing the availability and
accessibility of vaccines. We proposed a mobile vaccination system based on the best practices in the UK and
Turkey. Then, we used the mathematical models to implement mobile vaccination strategies through a case study.
We constructed a general guideline for implementing vaccines to reduce health inequality by combining the model
results and interviews.
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Strategically, the number of fixed centers should be increased.
Significantly, the initial fixed center locations should be chosen

health centers in a district may run short due to intensity.
Therefore, new fixed vaccination centers are required for mass
vaccination.

as hospitals, health centers, pharmacies, and primary care
units. Those locations should be explicitly chosen due to safety
and hygiene issues. However, the capacity of hospitals and working during the day. Similar conditions in health

institutions should be prepared in those locations, such as

Vaccination should be implemented in crowded areas such
as shopping halls, stations, and industrial zones for people

waiting rooms, to observe and interfere in urgent cases.
There can be more functional fixed locations, such as walk-in
or drive-through sites. The walk-in sites benefit people who
do not prefer or cannot travel long distances to health
centers. In contrast, drive-through sites benefit people who
have a car. Similar to other mass vaccination centers, safe
and sterile conditions should be satisfied.

The fixed centers may only be able to cover some parts of the
community. Even when the number of those fixed sites is
increased, older people, ethnic minority areas, and
disadvantaged groups may not be able to reach those fixed
centers. A different vaccination strategy should be
considered for those vulnerable parts of the community. For
this purpose, mobile vaccination units are observed to be
efficient in practice.

According to the practical and theoretical results, cooperating
with mobile and fixed centers would provide much more
extensive coverage of people. Moreover, mobile units are
supplementary to fixed centers. The vaccination rates can be
increased drastically with the supplement of the mobile unit.
Therefore, implementing vaccines according to the guideline
will increase vaccine availability and reduce health inequality.


